Abstract
Introduction
TCP is a widely used protocol in Internet applications. There has been a great deal of research on TCP in the literature. However, a problem related to the many-flow case [24] remains. That is, when the number of TCP connections sharing the link is sufficiently large, some of these connections will become "fragile" in the sense that they will be subject to frequent TCP timeouts [21] . For some of those applications which require long-lived TCP connections, delay introduced by these timeouts may significantly degrade network performance as perceived by end users. These include audio streaming applications, such as RealAudio and Shoutcast, and interactive applications that use single persistent TCP connections to transfer many files, such as certain on-line games [23] .
We elaborate on the objective and challenge of devising solutions for this many-flow TCP problem. When n TCP flows compete on the same bottleneck link, we want each to get 1/n of the link bandwidth over averaging intervals as small as a few seconds, in order to achieve rapid network responsiveness demanded by these interactive and realtime applications. This means that these TCP flows should not experience TCP timeouts, as timeouts typically last seconds or longer [32] . That is, after having passed the slow start phase, these flows will need to be kept in the congestion avoidance phase, without being timed out, until the end of the connection.
We note that, during the congestion avoidance phase, the rate of a TCP flow is determined by CWND/RTT, where CWND is congestion window size and RTT is the roundtrip time. Thus, when the number n of competing TCP flows increases, each flow must either decrease its CWND or increase its RTT.
Recall, however, that CWND cannot be smaller than one packet. In fact, to avoid TCP timeouts, CWND needs to be larger than four or five packets to allow TCP fast retransmit and fast recovery to work [32] . To be resilient to TCP timeouts, CWND actually needs to be a few packets larger than four packets [20] [25] .
Since it is undesirable to reduce CWND below a certain limit as stated above, increasing RTT becomes necessary when the number n of competing flows is sufficiently large. Usually, when n increases, so does buffer occupancy in routers due to congestion. This means increased queueing delay and thus increased RTT. However, introducing any significant queueing delays in a network is generally regarded as undesirable, because such a delay would slow down every flow sharing the network. It is therefore a common practice to keep the buffer occupancy low [4] .
In this paper we describe a congestion control method for TCP called TCP with sender-based delay control or simply SDC that adjusts the transmission rate of a TCP connection, not only by changing the congestion window size as in normal TCP, but also by delaying the transmission of packets at the sender. By delaying packets and thus extending RTT, this method can keep the window size of a TCP connection above a certain threshold even when its fair share of bandwidth is arbitrarily small. Since TCP fast retransmit and recovery is likely to work when the window size of the connection is sufficiently large, this results in reduced frequency of TCP timeouts for the connection.
Consequently, SDC allows many TCP flows to share a link without experiencing many timeouts (see e.g., Figures  4 and 12 ). In addition, SDC reduces a well-known TCP bias against connections with relatively large RTTs (see e.g., Figures 9 and 10) .
It is natural to compare SDC with a version of TCP called ECN [31] . Under both ECN and SDC, the TCP sender uses the same congestion notification messages, that is, ACKs with Congestion Experienced (CE) bits on or off. Because ECN and SDC assume the same network infrastructure, namely ECN-capable routers that can set CE bits for packets, and because ECN is generally believed to achieve superior performance over other versions of TCP, we compare performance of SDC with that of ECN in this paper. When we refer to traditional TCP in performance comparison, we mean TCP ECN. SDC is one of several possible methods for implementing Active Delay Control [17] , an extension to TCP where TCP endpoints impose delays on the transmission of packets in order to improve performance. Basic concepts and motivations behind Active Delay Control and some of our previous results can be found in [16] [17] .
The rest of the paper has the following organization. We present the sender-based delay control mechanism in Section 2. In Section 3, we evaluate the performance of SDC with simulation. Related work is reviewed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize contributions of the paper.
Sender-based Delay Control

Overview
The objective of SDC is to keep the window size of a TCP connection above a certain threshold even when the connection's fair share of bandwidth is very small. To achieve this we extend RTT by delaying the transmission of packets when necessary.
Recall that in the steady state, the transmission rate of a TCP connection is governed by W/RTT, where W and RTT are the current window size and round-trip time, respectively.
Under traditional TCP, when network congestion is detected, the sender of a connection slows down its transmission rate by reducing its window size so that is sufficiently small. In contrast, under SDC the sender of a connection may slow down its transmission rate by "adding" delay to packets, thus extending RTT to , and thus achieving sufficiently small . If is equal to , then SDC can slow down a connection to the same transmission rate as that of traditional TCP, without having to reduce W. Therefore, by adding delay to packets when necessary, SDC can slow down a TCP connection while keeping its W above a threshold, say eight packets, so that fast retransmit and recovery can work.
SDC retains the same additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) [5] [15] behavior of traditional TCP. The AIMD behavior is important as it assures that TCP connections can reach equilibrium when they are in the congestion avoidance phase [5] [18] . Under SDC, AIMD is achieved by making sure that appropriate amounts of delays are added to packets. Consider, for example, the additive-increase phase, in which traditional TCP increases its window size W by one packet per RTT. That is, when a new ACK is received, the new transmission rate is increased to (W+1/W)/RTT from W/RTT. SDC approximates this behavior by decreasing the delay by a proper amount. Specifically, is reduced to so that or (1) Equation (1) above is used by Equation (2) in the SDC algorithm described below.
Overall Control Strategy for SDC
SDC uses a two-phase control on the delay of transmission at the sender of a TCP connection. The two phases are determined by whether or not the current TCP window size has reached a preselected threshold. In this paper, we select the threshold to be eight packets. This selection reflects the fact that TCP connections with window size greater than eight packets are resilient to timeouts [20] .
Small Window Phase: The TCP connection has not reached the window-size threshold of eight packets. Upon receiving congestion notification, i.e., an ACK with CE, the sender will increase the current delay to be added to packets, rather than decreasing the window size. Upon receiving ACK without CE, the sender will grow the window as in traditional TCP. Thus during the small window phase, the window size will never decrease, unless there is a timeout. The algorithm enters the large window phase when the window size reaches eight packets.
Large Window Phase: The TCP connection has reached the window-size threshold of eight packets. Suppose that at the time when the window reaches eight or more packets, the delay to be added to RTT is positive. Then the sender will grow the delay when receiving ACK with CE, and shrink the delay when receiving ACK without CE, until the delay becomes zero. When growing the delay, the objective is to double the smoothed RTT, i.e, SRTT, and thus reduce the transmission rate by half. When shrinking the delay, the objective is to reduce the delay so that the transmission rate will increase from W/RTT to (W+1/W)/RTT. When the delay to be added to RTT reaches zero, the sender will grow and shrink the window size as in traditional TCP, without adding any delay to packets, until the connection terminates or the window size falls below eight packets. In the later case, the algorithm enters the small window phase. Figure 1 illustrates the overall two-phase control strategy of SDC. The small window phase consists of two time intervals (a,f) and (i,l). The window size grows during subintervals (a,b), (c,d), (e,f), (i,j) and (k,l). During these subintervals, delay added to packet is either zero or decreasing. On the other hand, the delay added to packets increases during sub-intervals (b,c), (d,e) and (j,k) when the window size is kept constant. The large window phase consists of two intervals (f,i) and (l,∞). During these intervals, the window grows or shrinks according to the congestion control algorithms of traditional TCP.
SDC Algorithm
In Figure 2 , we present the detailed algorithm for SDC at the TCP sender following the overall control strategy described in Section 2.2 above.
Simulation Results
To study performance of SDC, we have performed simulations in ns-2 [33] . We measure the number of timeouts, packet drops, etc. and compare the performance of SDC to that of TCP with ECN [9] [31] .
We compare SDC to ECN for three reasons. First, both SDC and ECN use the congestion experienced (CE) bit, Second, they make the same assumptions about queue management in routers. Third, ECN is generally regarded to have superior performance over other versions of traditional TCP [35] . For example, under ECN, the TCP sender will reduce its window size upon receiving an ACK packet with CE bit set. This means that ECN can adjust to congestion quickly before detecting any packet loss.
In all the diagrams of this section, results for ECN and SDC are labeled by TCP and SDC, respectively.
The simulation topology is depicted in Figure 3 . Various parameters related to the simulation are summarized in Table 1 .
Note that the longest round-trip time is (2.5+20+2.5)*2 = 50 ms. The links, excluding the buffer at the bottleneck router, can hold about (10*10 6 )* (50 * 10 -3 ) / (576 * 8) = 108 packets. Thus the total number of packets that the net- In general, the simulations of this section intend to study the situation when there are so many flows that each can only share a few packets from those a network path can hold.
We make the following assumptions in protocols and Active Queue Management (AQM) schemes used in routers:
• The sender runs TCP NewReno [14] to avoid multiple Fast Retransmits during a single window of data.
• The sender enables ECN [9] and Limited Transmit [1].
• Routers enable ECN and use RED [12] in ECN marking. In the end of this section, we show how SDC can take advantage of other AQM routers to enhance its performance.
Number of Timeouts
Consider the situation when there are so many competing flows that the fair share of network bandwidth for each flow is small. Under ECN, timeouts will occur under the following two scenarios:
• CE is received when the sender's window equals one packet.
• The third duplicate ACK is not received after a packet loss in the network. Under SDC, the frequency of these timeout triggering events is much reduced because the window size is kept above the eight-packet threshold. As depicted in Figure 4 , when the number of TCP flows increases, the average number of timeouts for a TCP connection can be kept small under SDC.
In contrast, under ECN the average number of timeouts increases rapidly when the number of flows is larger than 30. Note that in these cases, the window size for each connection is limited to be no more than four packets and as a result fast retransmit and recovery cannot work. This results in frequent timeouts. To make the situation worse, due to its exponential ramp-up of transmission rate, the slow-start phase following each timeout will frequently introduce additional timeouts. As the number of connections increases beyond a certain value (around 100 in this case), more and more connections will be under exponential backoff. This explains why timeouts are reduced when the number of connections is larger than 200 in Figure 4 . In this case, a connection spends a large amount of time in the backoff state not sending any packet, and thus the number of timeouts decreases. Figure 5 shows that the time that the TCP sender remains backed off increases as the number of flows increases.
Number of Packet Drops
SDC can significantly reduce the number of packet As depicted in Figure 6 , SDC exhibits a behavior in the packet-drop reduction similar to that in the timeout reduction. To see why, note that when connections experience fewer timeouts, there are fewer slow-start periods, which are major sources of packet drops. Moreover, by adding delay to packets, SDC allows flows to slow down gracefully to avoid packet losses.
Packet Delivery Latency
SDC helps reduce packet delivery latency and its variation. Packet delivery latency is the time between when the packet with a particular sequence number is first sent and when the packet arrives at the receiver, regardless of how many times the packet is retransmitted. We record all the delivery latencies of single flows, and show the cumulative probability of packet delivery within a latency budget for 100 and 500 flows in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. These figures demonstrate that SDC outperforms traditional TCP in the worst-case and average packet delivery latency. This is mainly due to reduced timeouts in SDC.
As shown in both figures, the cumulative probability of packet delivery within a latency budget increases to 1 rapidly, as the latency budget increases, for SDC flows, while that for TCP flows exhibits slower increase and wider variation. The average latencies for SDC and TCP for the 100 flows simulation are 0.03 and 0.10 seconds, respectively; and for the 500 flows simulation, the average latencies are 0.09 and 0.30 seconds, respectively.
Reducing Bias Against Long RTT
SDC can reduce a well-known bias of TCP against connections with long RTTs [8] [11] . This is because SDC can extend RTTs, and thereby reduce the relative differences among their original RTTs.
To simplify the demonstration of SDC in reducing the RTT bias, we modify the configuration of Figure 3 . The competing flows belong to two groups: group 1 with propagation delay equal to 1ms, and group 2 with propagation delay equal to (3*x -2) ms, for x larger than 1. Thus RTT for group 1 is (1+1+1) * 2 = 6ms, and that for group 2 is (1+ (3*x -2)+1) * 2 = 6x ms. This means that RTT for group 2 is x times that for group 1. Parameters for the modified configuration are summarized in Table 2 .
We consider two cases. In the first case there are a total of 10 flows with five in each group. In the second case there are a total of 100 flows with fifty in each group. For the 10-flow case the buffer at the router is 10 packets, with minimum and maximum thresholds of 2 and 5 packets, respectively. For the 100-flow case, the buffer size is 100 packets, with minimum and maximum thresholds of 5 and 50 packets, respectively. Figures 9 and 10 show the ratio of total bandwidth achieved by group 1 over that by group 2, as a function of the ratio x of group 2's RTT over group 1's RTT, for the 10-and 100-flow case, respectively. We notice that for both cases, the performance disparity is much reduced when SDC is used.
Bandwidth Competition with Traditional TCP
Suppose both SDC and ECN connections compete in the same network. SDC connections in general will be less aggressive than ECN connections, since the former will add delay to RTT and this will cause a slowdown of the ramp-up speed. Thus, SDC connections can be considered "TCP friendly" [10] by design.
However, SDC can be made more aggressive by tuning how fast the TCP sender will reduce the delay D to be added to RTT when receiving an ACK without the CE bit. Figure 11 shows that if D is reduced to 0.9*D then SDC connections get about 30% of the bandwidth of ECN connections. On the other hand, if D is reduced to 0.1*D, then SDC connections get about 90% of the bandwidth of ECN connections.
Enhancement via the Use of AVQ
We can improve the performance of SDC in reducing timeouts by using adaptive active queue management methods, such as REM [2] , adaptive RED [6] [7] , AVQ [19] , FRED [21] , and SRED [26] . For illustration, we consider Adaptive Virt ual Queue (AVQ) [19] . AVQ limits the arrival rate to a fraction, e.g., 98%, of the output link capacity . It uses virtual capacity to decide whether a packet should be marked as a CE (Congestion Experienced) packet. The virtual capacity is updated using where is the arrival rate, is the desired utilization at the link and is a damping factor used to control the adaptive rate of AVQ. In this simulation, and are set to be 0.12 and 0.98, respectively, as suggested in [19] . Figure 12 shows the average number of timeouts as a function of number of flows under AVQ. We see the number of timeouts under SDC is further reduced, compared to the result of Figure 4 . The improvement is attributed to AVQ's ability in capturing TCP's congestion avoidance behavior (AIMD). 
Related Work
In [24] , TCP behavior with many flows was studied and two methods were suggested to cure the timeout problem in the many-flow situation. The first method proposes the buffer at router be proportional to the total number of active flows, instead of one round-trip time as suggested in [34] . Both FRED [21] and FPQ [25] take this approach. The second method makes TCP less aggressive and more adaptive when its congestion window is small. SUBTCP [6] is one of such methods, but SUBTCP uses multiplicative increase/multiplicative decrease algorithm which will not converge to a fair point [5] . A more extensive simulation study of TCP with many flows can be found in [30] .
There is extensive literature on enhancing TCP's loss recovery capability. Examples are TCP SACK [22] and TCP NewReno [14] [28] . These methods can improve the loss recovery capability of TCP when the window size is sufficiently large. However, they are unable to offer much help when the window size is small. Some researchers observed this problem and proposed solutions [3] [20] . For example, with Limited Transmit [1] the TCP sender can transmit a new segment after receiving two duplicate ACKs if allowed by the congestion window and receiver's advertised window.
While we do not propose any new buffer management method in this paper, SDC can take advantage of advanced Active Queue Management (AQM) [4] methods to avoid global synchronization and to allow early congestion notification. Furthermore, assuming the sender, receiver and routers along the path are ECN-capable, we use ECN to help reduce packet drops and re-transmission timeouts [9] [31] .
Recently, there has been work on TCP-friendly equationbased congestion control, like TFRC [13] . We did some preliminary tests using TFRC. It seems that TFRC cannot work well when the delay-bandwidth product is smaller than 2 packets per connection. It appears that the equation from [27] , used by TFRC, is too friendly to TCP.
Summary
We have described in this paper TCP with sender-based delay control, or simply SDC. The method adjusts the transmission rate of a TCP connection by changing not only the congestion window size as in traditional TCP, but also delaying the transmission of packets at the sender. With this additional knob of delay control, SDC can keep the window size of the TCP connection above a certain threshold even when its fair share of bandwidth is very small. This reduces the frequency of TCP timeouts for the connection since TCP fast retransmit and recovery is likely to work when the window is sufficiently large. For these reasons, SDC allows many TCP flows to share a link without experiencing many timeouts. In addition, SDC reduces a well-known TCP bias against connections with relatively large RTTs. The simulation results in Section 3 demonstrate these advantages and others of SDC.
In Section 2 we describe the principle and strategies of delay control in SDC. SDC is called to perform its delay control function whenever the TCP connection's shared bandwidth needs to be so low that its window size is below eight packets. In this case, SDC will add delay to packets in the sender in order to maintain a window size of eight packets while keeping the transmission rate of the connection low. For other regions of the design such as situations when the window size has already reached eight packets, SDC adopts well-established window-based control methods of ECN or traditional TCP. Performance results of this paper assume that we have ECN-capable routers and end nodes. Simulation results provide evidences of the working of this SDC approach.
It appears that SDC is one of the first TCP extensions which can effectively deal with small window problems. In particular, SDC provides a general mechanism that allows TCP to gracefully reduce the transmission rate to below one packet per RTT.
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